FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

August 27st 2020

John B. Bloom, Chairman Constitution Party of Virginia, (CPV) CPofvirginia@gmail.com, (757)806-8694
SUBJECT: CONVENTION ON FOUNDING PRINCIPLES WAS A COLOSSAL FAILURE
Though the viewers that watched the Republican National Convention was down, and that could have been
largely due to many former and current Republicans were watching the “Convention on Founding Principles”
sponsored by Evan McMullen’s group “Stand Up Republic” which was a COLOSSAL FAILURE. It was not a
colossal failure because few people watched the event. It was not a colossal failure because the Founding
Principles were not based on the Constitution of the United States. It was a colossal failure because the
organizers deliberately selected groups, organizations and speakers that were in accordance with THEIR
Agenda, with a few exceptions, promote Joe Biden as an acceptable alternative to Donald Trump.
That is why Constitution Party of Virginia Chairman, John Bloom had his Delegate Credentials REVOKED,
because he was recruiting delegates that were in accordance with the Founding Principles. That is why Reed
Howard, Founder of Republicans for Biden was a lead in their program. That is why there was no speaker for
the Libertarian Party or Constitution Party of Virginia, though Mr. Bloom repeatedly asked and then they
revoked his Delegate Credentials. Though due to the Internal Revenue Service restrictions on this
event/organization they were PROHIBITED from endorsing a candidate, but to circumvent this, they had a
FIXED “Straw Poll” with Joe Biden wining the “Straw Poll” decisively with 87% of the vote, Mr. Bloom of
course was not permitted to vote as he was no longer a Delegate when the vote was held.
All the speakers at this “Convention” were not all in with the Two Party System, Katherine Gehl, who referred
to the Republican and Democrat Parties as a “Duopoly” which is spot on! It was a BETTER alternative to
watching the Myriad of Lies from the Republican National Convention, but was not totally above board and
honest with their agenda Mr. Bloom believes voting for Joe Biden, is a vote for Abortion on Demand, Gun
Control, an ever increasing Federal Government and an assault on their Constitutional Rights, though is a
BETTER alternative to Donald Trump, but NOT an ACCEPTABLE ONE for Conservatives. Former Governor of
SC Mark Sanford, though he did not mention the DUOPOLY he mentioned a point Mr. Bloom has been
touting for years, that neither the Democrat or Republican Parties care about REDUCING the National Debt
(taxes on future generations of Americans), which is taxation without Representation . Rep. President G. W.
Bush increased the National debt from $5 T to $10 T, Dem B. Obama increased it to $20 T all in 8 years, while
Trump increased the National Debt $5 T in less than 4 years, faster than President Obama, no difference
between the Republican and Democrat Parties in TAXES/DEBT on Future Generations of Americans.
Ms. Gehl reminded viewers in her speech, that in 1854 not far from where she lived in Wisconsin, former
Principled members of the Whig Party assembled and united on one issue, the abolishment of Slavery, they
did NOT embrace leaders of the Democrat Party, they formed a new Political Party, the Republican Party.
The organizers of this Convention on Founding Principles missed an opportunity to do what principled former
members of the Whig Party did in 1854, form a Principled Party again, six years later they elected a president.
The Delegates and participants in this Convention were top heavy with Virginians, and if they want to build a
new political party in Virginia, that will not place their Constitutional Rights at risk, they can contact
Mr. Bloom at CPofVirginia@gmail.com or (757)806-8694 and get involved in saving America’s Constitutional
Republic. This year, 2020, should be “The Year of the Third Party”, not embracing the other “Division” of the
Unconstitutional Duopoly parties.
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